
5/20/13 (2) 1:34 Pacemaker
Colloidal Silver
RP cell degeneration 
We can effect our genes, so I blow through the genetics of
this.
Saline solution in cup with 1 RNA Drop rinsing eye.
"I see perfectly and clearly."
No testimonials on RP at the moment. When we have more
experiences, we'll tell people more.
"I don't create a vision problem to avoid seeing."

10:11

hormone, will diminish.
Storage form needs a lot of magnesium to convert to active.
Grabs calcium when in active form. 

Even overcompensate in alternative health.
Do the testing, watch ourselves clinically, keep a diary of
what's going on.
Blanket statements just don't work.
When taking the Drops, I don't feel tired at all.
Chromosome 14 controls cravings and addictions.
When the physical cuts off from non-physical, Chromosome 14
is activated and creates an addiction.
Chromosome 14 isn't broken. It's where you can infiltrate to
have physical and non-physical interact.

24:24 We are in charge not the doctors.
24:54 Mercury fillings.

In sauna with salt water drink.
If you like it, go for it.

27:18 Nothing wrong with contrast. When you feel bad, you will
have another cycle of feeling good.

27:55 Well person = someone we haven't worked up yet
28:40 When the Body Says No

Cancer is Not a Disease; It's a Survival Mechanism

29:55 Gene Discussion
Governments own many of the genes.

32:10 Labs looked at what you have.
They can't measure I-Cell which is non-physical.

Vit D
Low reading on my Vit D.
Vit D crowd funding study link with cancer.
Mercola is starting to pull back on his Vit D recommendation.
Google my blogs on Vit D deficiency.
Storage from of Vit D, not active form.
When you have enough calcium in your body, Vit D, as a

Take extra magnesium with Vit D in low potency doses.
Vit K2 important.
Blue Ice is how I get my Vit D.

Upped my ReAline and put ReNew on my thyroid.

Angelina Jolie, Michael Adams' article



33:18 Robert Scott Bell radio show
Small blog on her website.
Genes don't control us so don't let yourself be controlled
by fear.

34:32 Spot on my face is diminishing by 50%.
Put my hand up to itch. Scab fell right off.
The spot is reduced and lightened. It's supposed to require
surgery.
Gone just be eating Drops.
Is there a hierarchical order for retracing symptoms.

Does user have to believe about RNA Drops?
Does not need belief to work. 
Gets spacey with RNA Drops.
Is it clearing out pot stuff from when I was a teenager?

42:00 TMJ pain and stiffness
Total Biology of the jaw

Jaw have to do with grabbing and holding.
Got to do with feeding and taking care of yourself.

the muscle in your jaw.
46:11 Right ear plugged for six days

Should she just relax and allow or?
47:28 Price Hike

48:24 Noticing of not noticing. 
48:54 Edema in my feet is improving.

people can start placing orders.

54:05 Working on my teeth and gums.
54:30 Health Freedom Expo Chicago

Body reactivates things in a timeline.

If you get activated or too speeded up, cut back on Drops.

Will ReAline help ease cranial nerves? ReMag for sure.
ReAline will detoxify.

Spray magnesium oil and a couple of ReMag drops to relax

Encouraging autoship. It's not huge and only on RNA Drops.

ReLyte is getting a 10 for my feet. A week or two before

ReNew on Basal Cell condition on forehead. Formed a scab.
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